Sound Localization and Separation in Three-dimensional Space Using a Single Microphone with a Metamaterial Enclosure
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Abstract

Conventional approaches to sound localization and separation are based on microphone arrays in artificial systems. Inspired by the selective perception of human auditory system, we design a multi-source listening system which can separate simultaneous overlapping sounds and localize the sound sources in three-dimensional space, using only a single microphone with a metamaterial enclosure. The enclosure modifies the frequency response of the microphone in a direction-dependent way by giving each direction a signature. Thus, the information about the location and audio content of sound sources can be experimentally reconstructed from the modulated mixed signals using compressive sensing algorithm. Owing to the low computational complexity of the proposed reconstruction algorithm, the designed system can also be applied in source identification and tracking. The effectiveness of the system in multiple real scenarios has been proved through multiple random listening tests. The proposed metamaterial-based single-sensor listening system opens a new way of sound localization and separation, which can be applied to intelligent scene monitoring and robot audition.
Introduction

Sound localization and separation are both fundamental tasks in signal processing with a wide range of applications, including robot audition\(^1\), speaker recognition\(^2\) and medical detection\(^3\). Given the importance, these two tasks have been extensively studied in signal processing for decades. In artificial systems, sound localization and separation are typically performed by using two or more microphones, known as microphone array. However, the accuracy of localization and separation of microphone array is fundamentally limited by the number of the microphones and physical size of the array\(^4\)–\(^7\). Considering that such microphone arrays could be cumbersome to mount and maneuver, the utility of beamforming is much reduced in some special cases\(^8\).

A lot of efforts have been made to overcome the shortcomings of microphone array by developing biomimetic systems\(^9,10\). It is noticed that in biological organisms, such as human, sound localization and separation can be performed with high accuracy just using two ears, even a single ear. Several features of human auditory system play the key role accomplishing such tasks. Firstly, the eardrum is not exposed to the air directly like common microphones. Therefore, the sound is scattered by the head, torso and ear pinna before the arrival at the eardrum. Because of the irregular spatial structure of the scatters, the sound measured in the eardrum changes as a function of the source's direction called the head-related transfer function\(^11\)–\(^13\), founding the basis of monaural localization and separation. Secondly, accomplishing this task requires the prior knowledge of received sounds\(^14\). In fact, the ability of humans to estimate the direction of a sound monaurally is contingent on their familiarity with it. We always estimate the direction based on our years of experience about what sounds are likely\(^15\)–\(^17\).

According to bionics, people attempt to demonstrate these features on the artificial listening systems to realize monaural localization and separation. Previous works have sought to address these challenges by mimicking the listening capability of human auditory systems\(^14,18\)–\(^21\). To design such a system, one has to deal with two important issues. Firstly, learning mechanism should be introduced to the system, which embodies in the reconstruction algorithm, such as compressive sensing\(^22,23\) and Hidden Markov Model\(^24\). Secondly, anisotropic scattering mechanism should be designed to provide monaural cues, such as placing irregular scatters surround the microphone\(^19,21\). Among numerous routes, acoustic metamaterials have served as an optimal approach.
for the anisotropic scatter in recent years. Acoustic metamaterials have been proved effective in modulating both the phase distribution and the amplitude distribution of the acoustic signals\textsuperscript{25-30}. Combining acoustic metamaterials and compressive sensing, a Helmholtz-based device was used to localize known noise sources\textsuperscript{18}, and a space-coiling anisotropic metamaterial was designed to demonstrate a single-detector acoustic camera\textsuperscript{20}. However, both these researches primarily focused on the two-dimensional (2D) space. Besides, an extra microphone is needed to obtain the phase information of the measuring signals and the reconstruction algorithm relies on full complex-valued spectrum, which limit their real-time performance and application.

In view of the current problems and previously reported designs, here we demonstrate a metamaterial-based single-microphone listening system (MSLS) which can localize and separate multiple sound signals from an overlapping signal in three-dimensional (3D) space. A 3D metamaterial enclosure (ME) is designed to provide monaural cues to the inversion task by coding sound signals as a function of the source direction. The information of the sound sources could be reconstructed from the modulated mixed signals based on the compressive sensing framework. During the signal processing, a joint algorithm of variable sparsity principal component analysis and orthogonal matching pursuit (VSPCA-OMP) is introduced to solve the multi-source listening problem, which just rely on the power or magnitude spectrum of the signal. Owing to the low computational complexity and high robustness, the system not only realizes the sound localization and separation, but also has a great real-time performance in source identification and tracking. We experimentally demonstrate the performance superiority of the MSLS using challenging sources in the real-life scenario. These results promise a wide range of potential applications of the proposed system, such as intelligent scene monitoring and robot audition.

**Results**

**Metamaterial Enclosure Design.** Inspired by the frequency-dependent filtering mechanism, we designed our microphone enclosure with carefully engineered metamaterials to perform dispersive frequency modulation. The designed enclosure is shown in Fig. 1(a), which is composed of three-layer hemispherical shells. The radii of the three hemispherical shells from outer to inner are 24cm, 16.8cm, 7.2cm, respectively. Holes with different sizes are perforated on these shells. Eight transverse plates and 16 longitudinal plates are inserted between these spherical shells to divide the hemisphere
layers into 24 different space parts. A single microphone is placed at the center of the hemisphere to receive signals from different directions modulated by the ME.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 1. Model of the 3D ME. (a) Schematic view of the 3D ME: outer layer, middle layer and inner layer. (b) Simulated frequency responses of the ME in 4 different directions.

To make the received signals appear different depending on what direction it is coming from, the frequency response of the ME in different directions should be as irrelevant as possible. Therefore, we introduce a randomizing algorithm to the design process. The geometric structure of the enclosure is designed to be extremely irregular in space distribution, which embodies in the sizes and positions of the perforated holes and inserted plates. Considering that the sound signal is generally wide band in real world, the structure is expected to modulate the acoustic waves in a wide frequency range to make the received signals more informative. Therefore, the regulation range of the random parameters should be large enough during design the geometric structure. In this way, the effective acoustic parameters of the structure would be more varied. Moreover, a large number of holes make sure the high energy transmission of the structure. As a result, the signals we collect would be high quality. An effective model of the ME is established to demonstrate the effectiveness of the above design methods (see Supplementary Note 1).

The frequency responses of the ME in four different directions are calculated and
shown in Fig. 1(b). It can be seen that the frequency responses are changed with the directions in a wide frequency band as a result of the modulation by the ME. The original omnidirectional measurement modes of the single microphone are modified by the ME. Therefore, the sound signals we received become different depending on what direction it is coming from.

**The framework of Signal Processing Algorithm.** The framework of compressive sensing is employed to provide learning capability for the MSLS. In the framework of compressive sensing, we can describe the proposed listening system with a general model as

\[ y = \mathbf{A}s \]  

where \( y \) is the vector form of the measured data (observation vector); \( s \) is the sparse representation of the signals (object vector), which can be estimated to reconstruct original signals; Matrix \( \mathbf{A} = [a_1, a_2, ..., a_Q] \) is a \( P \times Q \) matrix (measurement matrix) determined by the metamaterial and the testing signals, which is constructed to store the prior knowledge of the possible sounds.

The concept schematic of the data collection and processing for the MSLS is shown in Fig. 2. The sound waves firstly emit from the sources and propagate to the surface of the ME. Then they are modulated by the ME and collected by the microphone at the center of the enclosure as a single mixed waveform. In order to reconstruct the information about the location and audio content of each source from the mixed waveform, the signal processing has been divided into two steps: training and testing. During the training procedure, we collect the train signals one by one as training set. After series of signal processing, the measurement matrix \( \mathbf{A} \) can be experimentally constructed (see Methods)\(^{31} \). Here, the matrix \( \mathbf{A} \) is constructed as a real matrix, i.e., we only need the spectrum amplitude of the measuring signals, without phase information. Therefore, the signals are collected only by the MSLS without additional referenced microphone. Owing to this, the computational complexity in signal processing has also been greatly reduced. After training, a sequence of sounds in the audio library are randomly picked out and simultaneously generated from the sources to examine the performance of the MSLS. This process is described as testing, where the observation vector \( y \) can be obtained. The observation vector \( y \) can be regarded as the weight sum of certain columns of the matrix \( \mathbf{A} \), which are corresponding to the nonzero elements...
of the object vector $s$. Therefore, based on the matrix $A$ and vector $y$, the OMP algorithm can be used to solve Eq. (1) to estimate the object vector $s^{32}$. Then both the locations and audio contents of the sources can be reconstructed through estimating the object vector $s$.

**Fig. 2 Schematic of data collection and processing of the MSLS.** The procedure of data collection is shown in the left frame and the procedure of signal processing is shown in the right frame.

**Sound Localization and Separation.** Listening tests are designed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the MSLS, which should be able to identify the locations of the activated sources and segregate the overlapping signals at the same time. The listening tests were conducted in a semi-anechoic room and the experiment setup is shown in Fig. 3(a). The ME, whose enlarged photo is shown in Fig. 3(b), was deployed on the center of the floor. A microphone was placed in the inner center of the hemisphere shell. The bottom of the inner hemisphere was sealed by the absorption cotton to reduce the reverberation. Sixteen speakers were used as sound sources, of which the locations are schematically shown in Fig. 3(c). These speakers formed 2 rings with radii 2.5m and 4.5m, which distributed evenly surround the MSLS. To indicate the effectiveness of the MSLS in 3D space, the speakers in the inner ring were deployed on the floor while the speakers in the outer ring were mounted on the stands with the height from 90cm to 100cm.
The audio library used in the tests contained 6 typical sound signals often heard in the street, including police car, backing car, ambulance, car whistle, fire engine and bicycle bell (spectrograms of these signals are provided in the Supplementary Figure 6). The training process should be experimentally performed in advance. Each signal in the audio library was successively emitted from 16 different locations and collected by the microphone at the center of the enclosure to obtain the measurement matrix $A$. During the testing process, one or more of the speakers were randomly selected as activated sources out of 16 locations. And the audio contents were also randomly selected from the audio library and simultaneously emitted by the activated sources. The test signals from multiple sound sources were mixed in the process of transmission and then collected by the microphone. After series of signal processing, the object vector $s$ could be reconstructed. The reconstruction results are evaluated by the success rate defined as $\alpha = n/k$. Here, $n$ is the number of the recognized sources, which means both the location and audio content of the sources can be reconstructed successfully; $k$ is the total number of the activated sources, also known as sparsity.
Fig. 4. The results of the listening tests in the street scenario. (a) The results organized by the number of activated sources \( k \). The success rate for each experiment is represented by different colours. For each \( k \), the average success rate is calculated and represented by red triangle. (b) Detailed results of the 6 kinds of signals in the street scenario. Each color represents a different audio content.

The sparsity \( k \) in the tests varied from 1 to 5. We conducted 100 random experiments for each sparsity. The experimental results are arranged by the number of activated sources as well as by the audio contents, which are shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b) respectively. In Fig. 4(a), the distribution of the reconstruction results for each experiment is displayed by different colors. With \( k \) increasing, \( \alpha \) decreases gradually. This is because the projections of high sparsity signals on the dictionary may be not unique. Even so, the results of 100 random experiments indicate that the average recognition ratio \( \alpha \) is more than 90% when the number of activated sources \( k \) is no more than three. At the same time, the average recognition ratio of the MSLS can still be close to 70%, even if the \( k \) is up to five.

Fig. 4(b) gives the detailed results of the 6 kinds of audio contents. The average success rates almost exceed 90% for all the audios in cases of small sparsity \( k \). With \( k \) increasing, the accuracies of reconstructions vary from different audios due to different frequency components. Because of the size limit, the metamaterial-based enclosure is more capable to modulate the high frequency waves. The audios which have more energy in the higher frequency range are more likely to be reconstructed. Experiments also show that the error is somewhat higher for the audios of which the energy concentrates on some narrow frequency ranges, such as the siren sound of the police car. This is because the spectral shaping of these audios is not large enough. Indeed, psychological studies have shown that humans also cannot localize narrowband
signals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Home</th>
<th>Animal farm</th>
<th>Speech</th>
<th>Concert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k=1</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k=2</td>
<td>96.50%</td>
<td>97.00%</td>
<td>97.50%</td>
<td>96.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k=3</td>
<td>91.00%</td>
<td>91.67%</td>
<td>91.67%</td>
<td>93.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k=4</td>
<td>81.00%</td>
<td>86.75%</td>
<td>81.00%</td>
<td>77.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k=5</td>
<td>77.60%</td>
<td>77.80%</td>
<td>69.40%</td>
<td>68.60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1. The results of listening tests in other scenarios: home, animal farm, speech and concert.

The proposed MSLS is applicable to many other scenarios. We also examined the performance of the MSLS in other 4 scenarios, including home, animal farm, speech and concert. For each scenario, we selected 6 typical sounds to conduct the listening tests (spectrograms of these signals are provided in the Supplementary Figure 7~10). The results are similarly to those of the tests in the street scenario, which are shown in Tab. 1 (details concerning the results are provided in the Supplementary Figure 11~14). When the number of the activated sources is no more than 3, the average success rate is greater than 90%. The results promise a wide range of potential applications of our system. In order to examine the 3D spatial resolution more obviously, we also conducted the listening tests in pitching direction, which can be found in the Supplementary Note 2. In addition, we made a video recording part of the tests to transform the listening tests into dynamic visualizations (see Supplementary Video 1 and 2). The above results demonstrate that our sensing system is capable of identifying locations and simultaneously separating audio contents from the mixed signal in 3D space, which may be desirable to solve multi-speaker listening problems.

Source Tracking and Identification. Owing to the real-time applicability of the VSPCA-OMP algorithm, the MSLS can also be applied in source tracking and identification. The scenario we chose was still the street scenario. To simulate several cars moving in the street, we kept the activated speakers moving artificially and collected the signals during the tests. The trajectories of the speakers are shown in Fig. 5. The first listening test simulated an ambulance moving around the system, which is schematically illustrated in Fig. 5(a). In the second listening test, two activated speakers,
which played sounds of backing car and fire engine respectively, moved simultaneously as shown in Fig. 5(b). Owing to the low computational complexity of the reconstruction algorithm, the tracking for multiple objects had been realized within 1 second. At the same time, the objects also can be identified accurately. The results of the two tests can be find in the Supplementary Video 3 and 4. In addition, we emphasize that all the sound signals, including unavoidable noises produced by moving the speakers, was monitored and processed during the tests. And there was no denoising algorithm during the signal processing, which shows a certain anti-noise performance of the MSLS. The above reconstruction tests demonstrate that the MSLS can identify multiple sources and track them quickly and accurately.

![Fig. 5. Listening tests of source identification and tracking. (a) The trajectories of a moving source of ambulance. (b) The trajectories of two moving sources of backing car and fire engine. Detailed results are recorded in Supplementary Videos 3 and 4.](image)

**Discussion**

In this paper, we have presented a 3D listening system using a single microphone with the ME, which functionally mimics the listening capability of human auditory system. A well-designed ME is used to break the original omnidirectional measurement modes of the single microphone. And a joint algorithm VSPCA-OMP is presented to solve the multisource listening problem, which has the advantages of low computational complexity and good real-time performance. Listening tests were conducted in several common scenarios and 16 speakers were used to emit sound signals from various directions in 3D space. The test results show that the MSLS is capable of localizing multiple sound sources and simultaneously separating audio contents from the mixed signal within one second. **Owing to the low computational complexity of the reconstruction algorithm**, the proposed system can also be applied in
source identification and tracking. We envision that the MSLS can be useful for multisource speech recognition and segregation, which are desired in intelligent scene monitoring and robot audition. In the future, denoising algorithm can be added in the signal processing procedure to enhance robustness in complex environments.

Methods

Construction of the measurement matrix $A$. As shown in Eq. (1), the matrix $A = [a_1, a_2, ..., a_Q]$ can be regarded as a dictionary. The number of columns of the matrix $A$ is $Q = n \times m$, where $n$ is the number of all the potential sound sources in 3D space and $m$ is the size of the audio library. The $l$th column $a_l$ is a $P$-length column vector and can be expressed as:

$$a_l = \text{VSPCA}\{h_i \circ f_j\},$$

$$l = (i-1)m + j,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Here, $f_j$ is the spectral amplitude vector of the $j$th audio in the audio library $F = [f_1, f_2, ..., f_m]$; $h_i$ is the $i$th directional frequency response amplitude vector of the MSLS $H = [h_1, h_2, ..., h_n]$. The operational symbol “$\circ$” is Hadamard product, which means element-wise multiplication rather than matrix multiplication\textsuperscript{34}. Thus, the $h_i \circ f_j$ can be obtained by traversing all locations with all audios and calculating the spectrum amplitude of the measuring signals. However, the spectral information is high-dimensional and redundant. We need to reduce the dimension of the data and the correlation of the columns of the matrix $A$. Here, an improved algorithm, called variable sparsity principal component analysis (VSPCA), is introduced to reduce the dimension of the overlapping signal samples according to the sparsity. The samples $h_i \circ f_j$ are projected to the direction of maximum variance through VSPCA and constitute the matrix $A$. Similarly, the observation vector $y$ can be expressed as

$$y = \text{VSPCA}\{y_0\},$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $y_0$ is the spectral amplitude of the test signal collected by the microphone. Details concerning the VSPCA algorithm can be found in the Supplementary Note 3.

Experimental Setup. The ME prototype is fabricated with UV curable resin using 3D printing technology. The microphone used in the listening tests is an omnidirectional microphone (B&K 4189-A-021). The signal acquired by the microphone is sent to a multianalyzer system (B&K 3053) before analyzed by the computer. Sixteen speakers (HiVi H5) are used as audio sources, which are controlled by a DA converter (RME
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